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Preface

In the framework of the CUPA programme, the seventh Implementation Lab Workshop was held on Wednesday
26th of November till Friday 28th of November in Poiana Braşov, Romania.
Poiana Braşov is the seventh in a series of workshops in the programme called Cooperative Urban Planning
Approaches (CUPA). As part of the Co-operative Urban Planning Approaches (CUPA) programme, partner cities
organize a series of workshopsessions to discuss specific urban planning problems. This workshop intends to
provide participants with an opportunity to analyze these problems in a structured manner and develop
appropriate solutions. The methodology and structure to be used is derived from the INTERREG IIIc project
MILUnet (Multifunctional and Intensive Land Use network).
The CUPA programme is initiated by the Municipal Department 21 District Planning and Land Use and the
Municipal Department 27 EU Strategy and Economic Development of the City of Vienna. These two Municipal
Departments worked closely with the TINA VIENNA Urban Technologies and Strategies GmbH and have
embedded this initiative in the City Network DonauHanse to the aims of which it also intends to contribute. In
terms of the strategy for sharing Vienna’s Urban Technologies with other cities, this programme covers the
domain of city development and planning.
The project will be well publicized, thus providing wide knowledge of the project in cities and countries facing
similar problems and showcasing technical expertise and know-how.
Workshop partner cities:
0 Vienna, Austria
1 Bratislava, Slovakia
2 Lviv, Ukraine
3 Krakow, Poland
4 Novi Sad, Serbia
5 Odessa, Ukraine
6 Zagreb Croatia
7 Braşov Romania
To create comparability and develop a common body of knowledge, the workshop follows a standardized
structure. Each workshop lasts 3 days and has approximately 25 participants. The participants include in principle
1-2 experts from each of the cities participating in the project and 50% local experts from the city in which the
workshop is being held.
In preparing the workshop, the hosting organization compiles a study case dossier of the specific problem area to
be discussed and distributes this information (as well as additional supporting documentation) to the other
participants in advance. The International Intervision Institute is invited to assist the Viennese initiating
departments with the organisation, facilitation and reporting of the Implementation Lab’s results, drawing on the
expertise that was developed in the EU Interreg IIIc project MILUnet.

Typical Workshop Agenda
Day 1: Site visit, lecture(s) from expert(s) on topics relevant to the issue being discussed in the workshop (e.g.
best practices, bad practices, basic themes, etc.)
Day 2: Implementation Labs (IL): these consist of 2- 4 small groups with 5 - 10 persons per group. The small
groups will exchange observations and suggestions in terms of: identity, connections, critical mass, marketing,
human scale, promotion and marketing, process. Each group will be led by a facilitator who will be responsible for
moderating the discussion and keeping it on track.
Each working group will consider the problems in terms of the workshop objectives and then will formulate
suggestions for improvement. During the day, these suggestions will be clustered and refined by the group and
linked to suggestions developed by the other groups. This process will lead to the formation of a well-focused set
of tasks to work on in the last round.
Day 3: On the third day the groups will develop recommendations for local decision-makers based on the tasks
identified in Day 2 and prepare a summary presentation of these recommendations. The summary presentation
will outline the workshop recommendations and be targeted to decision-makers. Local media (e.g. newspapers,
television) will be invited to attend the summary presentation.
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Introduction

First impressions of a preparatory visit 3 - 4 September 2014

A short preparatory visit was made to Braşov and the mountainous area Poiana Braşov dedicated to out-door and
mostly winter ski activities.
The initiative is taken by the Regional Centre Competitiveness and Training EUSDR “Danubian Green House”
Casa Verde a Dunărrii to invite the core members of the CUPA programme, Volkmar Pamer of the Planning
Department of Vienna, Vincent Neumayer of Tina Vienna and Huibert Haccoû of the International Intervision
Institute, to organize an Implementation Lab on the issues that especially the Poiana Braşov area faces and help
identifying development strategies for the tourist sector for the resort.
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The CUPA team was cordially welcomed by the president and vice presidents of the Casa Verde a DUNĂRII
Foundation, respectively: Ovidiu Slimac, Constantin Grosu and Sorin Peligrad, as well as by Mr. Cristian
Macedonschi, City Councilor of Braşov and President of the Association for the Touristic Development of Braşov
and Mr. Ciprian B. Visan business development consultant collaborating with the Casa Verde. The
representatives of the Braşov Metropolitan Agency Mr. Radu Colt and his colleagues and representatives of the
City of Brașov later joined them.
After a quick glance at the selection of interesting touristic sites in the City of Braşov the party was introduced to
the study area itself: the ski resort Poiana Braşov.
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The second day of the preparatory visit was reserved for a first exchange of impressions and ideas on what the
focus of the Implementation Lab should be. It was agreed to be held from Wednesday 26 November till Friday 28
November 2014.

The brainstorming session ended in a press conference.
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Characteristics of the study case Poiana Braşov
It is an important ski resort in Romania as well as a in the neighborhood of Braşov City.
Poiana Braşov is located in the Carpathian Mountains at an altitude of just above 1000 meters, at the base of the
Postăvarul peak. A 3D rendering of the resort location is available.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a
/ae/Prelucrare_3D_pentru_Poiana_Brasov__Romania.gif
Braşov itself is considered to be one of the most important cities of Romania. It is a major industrial center as well
as a sought of touristic destination. It attracts visitors from all over the world for its historic center as well as for the
best winter sport location in the country – the Poiana Braşov resort.
The main attraction within the resort is the 20 km of slopes, which allow for skiing and snowboarding, both by
beginners and highly experienced users. The construction of an artificial lake close to the peak of the mountain in
the last years allows the artificial snow installations to work in optimal conditions. Also, the mountain scenery and
the mountain trails are highly appreciated by the tourists. It is also worth mentioning that a lot of amateur and
professional national and international athletes come to Poiana Braşov to improve their physical condition.
According to the inviting Danubian Green House foundation the main challenges for the sustainable
development of the Poiana Braşov resort are related to:
 Defining (or re-defining) the touristic development potential of the Poiana Braşov resort for a long term
strategy.
 Specific problems and opportunities that arise from the vicinity ofa major city and its surrounding
urban functional area.
 The need to improve accessibility. The resort is accessible by two mountain roads, one of which starts
from the center of the city of Braşov. Also, the limited parking space generates traffic congestion and
difficulty of getting around in the resort.
 Providing a diverse portfolio of services and touristic attractions for the visitors, all year around. For
the moment, the number of tourists varies, with spikes during the winter season and mid-summer
weekends. It is worth mentioning that on a radius of 20-30 km around Poiana Braşov, there are a lot of
touristic attractions including the historic center of Braşov with the famous Black Church, the Bran Castle
(also known as Dracula’s castle), the Râşnov castle, various fortified churches, the Braşov Fortress, the
ski resorts of Predeal and Sinaia, etc.
 Providing the infrastructural prerequisites necessary to increase the rate of occupancy for all the
hotels and guest houses in the resort during the entire year.
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The preparatory visit offered the possibility to explore and assess these issues as fruitful focuses for an
Implementation Lab. Aiming at identifying development strategies for the tourist sector in the Poiana Braşov.

First Impressions



The City Centre of Braşov as well as the ski resort Poiana Braşov has clean, high quality public spaces,
e.g. green parks. A nicely restored and maintained inner city of Brasjov houses numerous attractions for
visitors like 8 museums, 7 important historic churches and 10 medieval buildings of great interest. The
surrounding villages each have several touristic attractions that offer a reason to be there.



What struck the CUPA team was that there was so much attractiveness in - and around Braşov with, at
short distance, such a well-equipped ski resort, offering a broad range of hotel accommodations and outdoor sport amenities as well as events (like the recently introduced October Fest), and was not aware of
it! The CUPA team questioned whether this was known outside Romania (Western Europe); or for that
matter, whether it was sufficiently known in Romania itself.



In the problem statement or challenges of the workshop site, the initiating institutions, do not speak of the
urgencies that the climate change brings, especially to a ski resort at an altitude of maximum 1800
meters. This will certainly enhance the necessity to develop and disseminate the awareness about the
existence of open air, free time activities that can be enjoyed all year round.



Despite the worries concerning the accessibility, the problem statement cited above, it does not mention
the envisaged opening of a local airport on short distance from Braşov that is expected to be realized in 2
years from now – so in the year 2016/2017 - and will create optimal conditions for a quick access to the
ski resort for larger number of tourists. That will happen if the follow up transport and logistics from this
nearby airport to the ski resort is upgraded accordingly. This important link was not part of the problem
statement as yet.
5

Professionals in the urban planning field will be invited to express their opinion on the possibilities of development
for a mountain resort located in the middle of an urban functional area in our upcoming CUPA Implementation Lab
Poiana Braşov.
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2

The Implementation Lab Programme

DAY 0 Tuesday 25th of November 2014
The day before the beginning of the workshop, all international participants were given the opportunity to meet at
the lounge of the Cubix Hotel to join an informal gathering and dinner.

DAY 1 Wednesday 26th of November 2014
08.15

Gathering in hotel lobby of the CUBIX Hotel in Braşov (http://www.hotelcubix.ro/home/) bustransport to
the City Hall for the opening of the Implementation Lab Workshop

09.00

The CUPA Implementation lab workshop Opening
Official welcome by the City of Braşov - George Scripcaru - Mayor of Braşov City and Mr. Dragos
David - General Manager AMB

09.30

General introduction to the programme by Huibert A. Haccoû, CUPA Facilitator and chair of the
Implementation Lab, and Volkmar Pamer, City Planner Vienna

09.45

The CUPA programme and its ambitions by Vincent Neumayer, Project Manager of Tina Vienna

10.00

Introduction to the study case area by Ovidiu Slimac, President, and Sorin Peligrad,
Vice president of the Regional Competitiveness and Training Centre Casa Verde a Dunǎrii.
Formulation of the problem statements and a short discussion

10.30

Coffee break

11.00

Reference cases: presentations from the CUPA participants, and international experts

13.00 - 14.30 Lunch break at the location Sergiana Restaurant
14.30 - 17.30 Site visit by bus on and around Poiana Braşov recreation area and its context
17.30

Visit of old town Braşov (Black Church, Citadela of Braşov, etc.)

19.00

Welcome dinner at the restaurant of the CUBIX Hotel

21.30

End of day 1

DAY 2 Thursday 27th of November 2014
08.30

Introduction and Q & A; subgroup formation, two to three subgroups will be formed

09.30

Coffee break

10.00

Working session subgroups starting with Observations

12.30

Lunch
7

14.00

Working sessions continued with Suggestions

15.30

Introduction, formation and instruction of task forces
Start of the Recommendation phase.

17.30

End workshop sessions and end of day 2

DAY 3 Friday 28th of November 2014
08.30

Plenary start of the last IL workshop day

09.00 - 10.30 Working groups exchange and finalize their recommendations. In the working rooms of the
Metropolitan Area Management Agency in the City Hall City Hall of Braşov
11.30

Presentation of recommendations to the Municipal decision makers and end of the Braşov CUPA IL Lab
meeting

12.30 - 13.00 Press Conference attended by Ministry of Affairs, Spiru Haret University, Romanian
Academy, Braşov City Hall, A.M.B., C.V.D., III, Vienna City Hall, TINA Vienna
13.30

Lunch
End of programme
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Workshop format
As the programme shows, an Implementation Lab consists of a reference seminar (day 1), study visit (day 1),
Implementation Laboratory (day 2) and policy recommendation meeting (day 2 and 3).
Each Implementation Lab workshop is the result of carefully co-ordinated efforts between the host organisation
and the International Intervision Institute (III).
Core of the three days' workshop about the development of the study case is the Implementation Lab itself;
a series of interactive sessions in which stakeholders of the host partner work together on the spot, with the III
partners and experts. To maximize interaction, the IL’s are typically organised as open panel discussions involving
planners from the host city / region.
Main purpose of an Implementation Lab is to investigate as a group, both new and persistent urban/regional
problems as they relate to intended land use. It is the intention that each workshop leaves both participants and
hosts with new insights as well as shared learning experiences. Each workshop aims at providing the host useful
and practical suggestions and recommendations on how to deal with the problem case(s) discussed.
With all the inputs of the first day, participants are invited to brainstorm in two subgroups, according to the format
of the Implementation Lab.
First, the subgroups work on common observations regarding their area. This creates the bases for the second
round of brainstorm sessions that generate suggestions for the area development. To provide the subgroups a
common frame of reference six considerations are proposed as a structure for the brainstorm session.
These six issues considered are:
 Quality and identity: Does the project area have its own identity, socially, functionally and visually? How
can this be enhanced? How can a living-green life style be supported? Are there local aspirations that we
can built on?
 Critical Mass: Does the site have enough development, infrastructure and resident population to maintain
a coherent community or support a desired mix of amenities with sufficient carrying capacity?
 Connectivity: What link does each site have with its surrounding natural and man - made environment?
Can these connections be enhanced?
 Human scale: Do the existing developments relate in scale and proportion to diverse human scale
activities such as, walking, biking, congregation, social interaction? Does the scale and relationships of
public spaces support and attract their use?
 Promotion and marketing: How are existing uses promoted? How effective are these efforts and what
types of promotion would be useful, necessary of possible to improve a better sense of place?
 Process architecture: In developing a spatial development strategy, when should stakeholders be
involved and how? What are the various interests and interdependencies between stakeholders? How do
we handle opposing interests? How do we organise an effective planning and implementation process?
After these brainstorm session the participants were invited to focus on the development of recommendations and
present these in a visualised form.
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The format can be summarized by the following matrix

Considerations/ Areas of concern
Identity

Critical
Mass

Connections

Human
scale

P&M Process

Observations

Suggestions

Recommendations
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3

Clarifying and defining the problem statement

It is clear that all participants share the idea that an integrated strategy is necessary for Poiana Braşov. There are
quite some parties in the area that all have their specific wishes and needs; the challenge is to accommodate
those using the features of Poiana Braşov together. A well-structured cooperation in which all stakeholders are
represented, should lead to emphasize the qualities of the area and result in mutual benefits.
The contributions of the international participants contained of some inspirational examples. These examples
contain different ingredients that can contribute to make a change. A change in thinking, in organising decision
making, but also in the way of making funding available. Inspiring ingredients that might trigger to change Poiana
Braşov.
Cooperation and development strategies in winter sports areas
Two contributions were about winter sports areas. In Lviv the authorities are working on an all sports facilities
location close to the city. Their strategy is to connect the different zones and make the area more coherent. By
attracting main official sport competitions and championships and organising events for different sports they aim
to facilitate this integrated resort idea. Additional facilities in the wellness sector will be putting the place to a more
leisure dedicated level.
In the Austrian Böhmerwald (Mühlviertel) a decrease of income was envisaged in the past. A process of revalidation of the area and its facilities and a mutual cooperation in which all stakeholders were present has been
set up.
The cooperating parties realised that they should not want to compete with the large skiing resorts in Austria,
Switzerland and France. The highest top is 1060 meters, and with that the area should not focus on mass tourism.
Therefore a brand has been set and promoted that people already had in mind about the area. In this case a
friendly destination with opportunities for the whole family to perform winter sports. With this brand as a lead they
were able to develop an all year round sports and activities programme dedicated to families and other people
that like to be (physically) active. Activities like mountain biking, tasting events and a beer feast are amongt it. The
challenge is to keep doing new things to let people come back again. People go to the area for a shorter holiday
and not for their main summer holiday. This has all concluded in a promotional strategy: the area is only promoted
in Austria, Bavaria and the Czech Republic, this is where most visitors come from, focus is currently on mass
media in those regions and not so much targeted any more.
All stakeholders have agreed upon a vision of about 20 years. Spatial interventions have been implemented such
as a regulation about golf-courses. There is only one golf course in each landscape type. This brings variety for
practitioners of golf, avoids large influences in the experience of the landscapes, and avoids unnecessary
competition between enterprises. Wellness facilities have been added to the golf resorts to provide an all year
round exploitation and variety in the activities to perform there.
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Very important is the set-up of a system of taxing in the Böhmerwald, all benefitting companies contribute in a fair
way to this system which invests in tourism development. Companies contribute an average of 0,05% of their
annual turnover. On top of that tourists themselves pay tourism tax of 1,50 Euro per person per night
Co-creation, citizen’s involvement and involving the right key players and actors
The former mayor of New York, Mr. Michael Bloomberg challenged by means of his foundation all European cities
to come up with real bold and innovative ideas, which should be implementable in 3 years’ time. The best ideas
would be rewarded with funding for implementation.
The Amsterdam citizens came up with 350 ideas. Small tables were organised and people were given the
opportunity to bring forward their ideas and plans. The whole society contributed with a large diversity of ideas. 10
were selected and worked out further. The idea that was selected for the Bloomberg challenge was about a new
way to solve the problem to connect youngsters with a vocational background to companies to help them finding
jobs.
The idea was to develop an App to match both parties instead of let the applicants write applying letters. The
system of applying letters is not at all suitable for this group of people and does not give them the opportunity to
show their quality. The App should provide a way in which the qualities of these individual persons could be
expressed, for instance by doing a serious game. Companies would be given the opportunity to put up a
challenge connected to the function they have vacant.
The idea was developed together with all relevant parties. This was only possible because of some key
ingredients:
 An enthusiastic Mayor of Amsterdam who had the spirit to win the Bloomberg challenge but also to
really come up with and implement a new and innovative idea.
 A well organised citizen’s participation trajectory with a.o. cartoonists to draw ideas instead of only
writing down ideas. So a low threshold to be able to gain input from all groups of society was created.
 The City of Amsterdam pushed to get the ideas implemented, public officers and other involved parties
were really involved and stimulating the actors.
 The incorporation of the idea initiators in the team of professionals that should carry out the idea.
 A multidisciplinary team with a good team spirit.
The idea of Amsterdam survived the first rounds but did not end up as the winner. However the parties are now
brought together and with that able to carry out the idea. They are convinced they will find other ways to finance
their plan. They’ve found a new challenge to tackle.
In Braşov an example of citizen’s involvement and influencing decision making has taken place too. A public
discussion took place about the topic of a new planned road. The consultation resulted in not making it because it
would have destroyed a green area in the centre of town.
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EU support for top down and bottom up processes
There are manifold examples in Romania and abroad in which cities are involved in European programmes to
develop and implement touristic and/or economic development strategies. However involvement in an EU
programme starts with an application that shows a structured idea and approach. The Romanian town of Alba
Iulia works in a European programme on a strategy of enhancing tourism. In the Danube Delta the rowing sport
has been the starting point to develop the brand Romania. With that a tourism industry around this topic has been
developed.
Also some bottom up initiatives has been supported in European programmes. In the region of Cund the Valea
Verde is now being developed as a good food area. While in Urlati a bicycle network between villages is being
developed with EU funding.
A European project that deals with a comparable problem as treated in this workshop is the project called ‘Status’.
It is funded in the Interreg IVB programme for South East Europe. The lead partner of this project is the coastal
town of Kavala in Greece, the entrance port of Thassos.
This town has a lot of value but sites are scattered. Similar to Braşov it has much potential but is not very well
known. With the integration of stakeholders they wish to create urban centres where actualities are discussed. In
many cities such a centre is present, e.g. Pakhuis de Zwijger in Amsterdam. Those centres are incubators to
stimulate stakeholders to act and develop. In Braşov such centres could be built upon history, e.g. old routes.
Another feature to develop might be biking. Bike trips are already organised on every Friday in Braşov. But the
largest challenge to develop is to connect the features of the city of Braşov to those for Poiana Braşov and make
use of this unique combination, European funding can surely help.
Definition of the problem statement
The case study dossier, the additional comments that came up during the discussions, as well as the inspirational
examples express the need for good cooperation. This is an important issue to work out during the
Implementation Lab. The cooperation should have mutual challenges that will also be further worked out in detail
during our Implementation Lab, summarised they are:



How to position Poiana Braşov?
How to make Poiana Braşov an attractive and complete village?
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4

The Implementation Lab findings

Poiana Braşov, just take a deep breath of fresh air!
4.1

Introduction

Braşov has a lot of potential. The setting with the medieval citadel and the surrounding mountains area is unique
selling point on its own right. Poiana Braşov is economically and physically connected to Braşov.
The people who work at the mountain top are from Braşov, the port towards the beautiful mountain is the city of
Braşov. And the mountains are the visual setting for the city of Braşov.
The main challenge the core project team considered to adapt after our site visit was re-formulated in how to
make Poiana Braşov an attractive and complete village all year round. There are many ideas, but how can
you implement them to make it work on the long run?
In the previous chapter recommendations where given concerning activities and physical measurements.
This chapter shows a step by step recommendation, getting partners and people involved and being proud of
Poiana Braşov and initiate them to help develop the mountain area on its way to a future proof and sustainable
future.

Context

City

Mountain

Getting better connectivity due to new airport

Train and roads

Businesses need to stay and feel welcome

Poiana
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Change is coming
Climate
The context of the challenges Braşov is facing is more complex. Due to climate change the ski season in Poiana
Braşov will become shorter and shorter. Winters will be less cold, snow will be not guaranteed and the hospitality
industry of Poiana Braşov needs to rethink and reinvent itself.
When this rethinking is carried out as a collective and interactive activity, the change will be far more robust and
self-sustaining compared to a rethinking process by separate individual actors. Climate change will come, so the
attractive sides of the mountain must be exploited in every season.
Spring, summer, fall and winter.

Globalization
The Dutch have a saying: “Standing still is going backwards”. This is very true for Braşov. As the world is
changing rapidly around us, most stakeholders agree that continuing to approach the development of the town in
the same way as in the past is not an option. If Braşov wants to avoid stagnation or even decline, it has to adapt
to the demands of the contemporary world.
One of those “demands” is the well-researched fact that, with globalisation, there is a strong tendency to
concentrate investment more in bigger, more centrally located cities (fig 1). Large urban agglomerations have no
fundamental problem in this respect. Lower tier cities like Braşov, however, being more dependent on their
circumstances, have to work hard on counteracting these concentration tendencies by developing their own
assets, sources of income and developing new ones on order to attract new investments.

Fig. 1 - Concentration of economic development in large urban agglomerations: the red and purple zones
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There is an opportunity in the setting of Poiana Braşov. To stand out in the above depicted red zone of the
European zoning map is difficult. To stand out in the green zones, it is much easier and more attractive for
investors. This is not just the Braşov surrounding but the entire country of Romania.
How to use this upcoming change for future benefits? This is by looking ahead for broader opportunities and by
involving people in the planning process.

Location
The location of the mountain next to the city is an unique asset of Braşov. The road from the city to the top of the
mountain is 12 km. Within 15 minutes’ you can drive from the historical center of Braşov to the mountain of Poiana
Braşov. No other large city in Romania has this particular feature. It is one of the most important Unique Selling
Points of Braşov.

The location of Braşov as near to the’ Romanian Growth poles’, the capital Bucharest, is also a very important
location advantage. It is only a two and a half hours drive from the city center of Braşov to the countries capital
Bucharest that is growing, in size and economic importance. It can become one of the central economic hubs of
South East Europe in the coming years. Braşov could and should benefit from economic spill-overs. Not by seeing
Bucharest as a competitor, but as an important ally to attract tourists and investors.
Another important locational feature is that Braşov is the ‘Gateway to Transsylvania’ and the first city of the Saxon
area (Siebenbürgen) if approached from Bucharest. The mayor of one of the Siebenbürgen-cities Mr. Klauslo
hannis from Sibiu has just been elected as President of Romania. It is likely that more tourists will be attracted to
Transsylvania. Braşov is the most important city in this area and should benefit from this trend, together with
Sibiu, Sighişoara etc.
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The Dutch phrase: “Standing still is going backwards” means development in any direction is better than doing
nothing. Just try one step and if it works, move further!
This recommendation will give a step by step plan to develop Poiana Braşov into an attractive and complete
village.
Use the changing conditions = to take a few steps forward.

17

Recommended steps
We recommend the following steps in bullets:
1) Formulate the Unique Selling Points and target groups
 Perfect conditions for revitalization – no stress
conference venue, pleasant and productive
Sporting facilities which are up to date and magnets to other purposes
 Family friendly and attractive: Bring a relative or a friend
 Going back to your roots Transylvania – diaspora
Targetgroups: Local, national and international
 Diaspora people
 Business tourism
 Healthy ageing of retired people
 Sportsmen: (dirt biking community, and long distance hikers)
 Neighbouring countries (Ukraine, Moldavia, etc.)
2) Marketing and branding and creation of touristic products
 We miss you- you miss us: Use the Emotion!
 Braşov Pass – Bring a friend or relative
 Offer as a business trigger: Meet with the mayor or celebrity
 Landmarks
 Public events and festivals
 Free Wifi
 Local food products
 Merchandise
3) Live up to the promise: Start implementing
a. Invest time and money in quality facilities and programmes
b. Connect with educational programmes university & vocational training; House of Hospitality/House of
Tourism as testing lab for innovative services, food and products
c. Activities/events: Make a detailed programme/calendar
d. Involve all tourist operators
18

4) Step by Step working together: Implementation structures
a. Poiana Development Company as steering body
b. A touristic cluster to encourage and support entrepreneurship also of start ups
c. Private funds managed in a transparent way
d. EU funds – Community Led Local Development
These four major steps will be elaborated further in the next paragraphs

4.2.

Unique Selling Points and Target groups

Mountain + City = Unique selling point
To make Poiana Braşov into a profitable brand it is best to make use of the key identities of the area. These
potential identities are hidden in the setting, the stories and the people.
Identity is a hard subject because it can be really abstract. It is about context, feelings and opportunities.
Marketing and branding the area, is about using these identities as opportunities for the future.
The identities which are most valuable and relevant to use are:
 Revitalization / Retreat / Recharging your battery; the mountain with the active and relaxing atmosphere
breathes revitalization and new energy
 Health; a high potential branch that benefits from the revitalizing surroundings
 Business; conferences and summits organizers seek an active informal setting. This improves business
 Family; Visits of mid class families will increase in Romania and it is a good market for hosting and leisure
activity business
 Sport; healthy air and atmosphere stimulate being active outdoors. The mountain is breathing sportactivities in every season
 Gate to Transylvania; not just Braşov but the entire county of Transylvania will benefit from the attraction
of Poiana Braşov

In summary
Formulate main focus for example: Poiana Braşov, Just take a deep breath of fresh air!
 Revitalize – no stress
 Conferences
 Sporting facilities
 Families: Bring a Relative or a friend
 Going back to your roots- city- Transylvania - diaspora
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Formulate Target groups:
 Romanians living in the diaspora
 Business tourism
 Healthy ageing
 Sportsmen: (dirt biking community and long distance hikers)
 Neighbouring countries (Ukraine, Moldavia, etc.)

4.3.

Marketing and Branding

Next to making use of identities of Poiana Braşov itself, it is necessary to have widely endorsed ground rules for
upcoming developments. These ground rules or principles will help getting all developments on the same track. It
is the dot on the horizon that needs to be pointed out in all developments. Either it is a new activity that is
developing, like biking trails or a new House of Hospitality. All must take the following principles as a point of
departure:
Principles for development
 Respect Nature; without nature this mountain is worthless. Use it wisely.
 Collaborate; this means working together makes it stronger. Respect each other’s business and help
one another to make the area as a whole successful.
 Mind Climate Change; All new activities and businesses need to be aware of 4 season attraction of
Poiana Braşov.
 People, Planet, Profit; If people are happy and care for the planet together, they will profit, together.
 Changing mentality; Make Poaina Braşov a part of Braşov, not the dormitory hotel city.
 Future proof: cherish health, scarce resources and urban-rural relations.
 Education– create a testing bed for vocational educated young people
 Stimulate Livability and diversity in space and activities.

Marketing









4.4.

We miss you- you miss us: Use Emotion
Braşov Area Card
Offer as a business trigger: Meet-ups with Mayor
Landmarks
Public events and festivals
Free Wifi
Promote Local goods, food and products
Merchandise

Live up to the promise!

Invest time and money in quality facilities and programmes:
 Connect with educational programmes: university & vocational trainings; House of Hospitality/House of
Tourism as testing lab
 Activities/Events: Make a detailed programme/calendar
 Involve all tourist operators
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2015 start: involve main stakeholders
2015 summer: involve citizens to be proud and be an ambassador for Poiana Braşov
2015 fall: Foundation of a destination management company (DMC)
2016 winter: definition of touristic key products
Successful when:
2016 target: definition of tourist groups in focus of the DMC of Poiana Braşov
2020 target: Adapted infrastructure and PR strategy to the needs of defined tourist groups, quantifiable growth of
tourists, balanced occupation rate during all year sessions.

Organize and maintain a dynamic platform for visitors with activity calendar
To attract people to Poiana it needs to have activities for every season and specific target groups in terms of age
and lifestyle. Using the power of the incubators like the dirt bike crew might be a powerful group to promote the
area in a new way.
Music, sports, leisure, spa’s, business, health, all have a different approach on showing what the possibilities of
the area are. Make the activities more attractive and easy to find for visitors and promote it as a collective is a
strong feature for travel agencies and business seekers. If people want to come, investors will come. Not just for a
short visit but to stay and build a community.
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A Braşov City Card will give the opportunity to monitor visitors and give them extra service.
- Public transport up the mountain
- Ski lift access
- Discount on attractions, shops and restaurants
- Discount on tours in Transylvania
- Maps of trails
- Public wifi connection
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Reference case
[reference http://www.iamsterdam.com/en]
Iamsterdam is simultaneously to a city brand, the all over International site for the city of
Amsterdam.
For the visitor/tourist Iamsterdam is a landing page to explore the city’s activities and attractions. It
has a calender and an overview of what is going on in the city. Next to that Iamsterdam sells city
cards. These cards are for public transport, provides discount on nice attractions in and around the
city, free access to several museums and canal cruises. It makes wandering and exploring the city
easier for the city guests. It even has a trip planner so you can plan your entire city trip from on one
website.
Next to the visitor perspective. It is the site for the expat that is a visitor for a longer period of time.
It helps finding them housing, schools, studies, work, leisure, sport accommodations and a
community in Amsterdam.
For business Iamsterdam is the page where companies can find why it is interesting to invest in
Amsterdam. It gives information for location scouts for conferences and summits and helps film
crews to find the right locations with all the rules and regulations attached.
It is much more than a tourist platform on its own. Visit http://www.iamsterdam.com/en

4.5.

Step by step working together: implementation and funding structures

To start developing Poiana Braşov it will take a thorough preparation. This needs involvement of all stakeholders,
a strong and willing Mayor, guidelines to work with for all stakeholders to create a collective vision to develop
Poiana Braşov. For collaboration you need a common goal and shared values. This must be formulated and made
into a plan of action. To make it happen it is necessary to start a so called Poiana Braşov Development
Company (DCM). That appoints a Poiana Braşov Area Manager that will be the engine for development and
responsible for daily management of the area and its stakeholders. For funding of the development it is important
to look at both private funds as well as EU (structural) funds. An important feature of the development of Poiana
Braşov will be the self-supporting nature of (re)development. To accomplish this entrepreneurship must be
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endorsed and stimulated. The setting up of a cluster on tourism could be a good tool that brings together the
organizations that are already working on the development of Poiana Braşov, however in a more structured
manner.
By structuring stakeholders and financial means, a leverage effect will be created that is essential for further
development of Poiana Braşov.

Poiana Braşov Development Company
Goal of Poiana Braşov DC:
Make Poiana Braşov future proof [business, tourism and leisure, livability for own people]
A steering group of the main players will give guidance to the main goals and strategic vision of the company. The
steering group is chaired by the Mayor of Braşov
The Development Company will have a small office with an area manager that is responsible for the execution of
the plan of action.
The Development Company needs to focus on:
 Vision for the overall area
 Formulate target groups
 Marketing and branding of the area
 Deliver a plan of execution
 Live up to promise of the company
 Organize and maintain a dynamic platform for visitors with activities calendar
 Stimulate local entrepreneurship for new opportunities
 Responsible for financial balance

Steering group:







Chaired by the mayor; who invites all stakeholders that have a heart for Poiana Braşov.
Big existing resorts
SME’s Association
University of hospitality
Romanian Olympic Committee
Emergency action
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The steering group of the development company has key influence on programming of the area as well as
investments in roads, sewage system, lighting, drinking water and gas infrastructure.
Action by Poiana Area Manager responsible for
 Good network of hospitality and leisure industry in Braşov
 Meetings with mayor on updates of the masterplan
 Getting input for the Poiana masterplan from stakeholders
 Day to day: GETTING THINGS DONE

Stimulate Entrepreneurship Startup Platform
Goals are:




Increase the mix of entrepreneurs of Poiana (DIVERSITY is KEY)
Better use of privately owned buildings and areas
Facilitate knowledge exchange between entrepreneurs in hospitality industry

Guidelines:



Involve stakeholders in the business development
Facilitate Pop Ups: stores, restaurants, sport & spa concepts etc

Actions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cluster Development
Set up SME association
Coaching by local entrepeneurs and by EU partners
Attracting EU players
Facilitate House of Hospitality http://www.amsterdameconomicboard.com/nieuws/11775/amsterdammarketing-en-roc-leiden-jongeren-op-in-hospitality
6. Facilitate start up Hostels

Start formalizing economic cooperation: Use a cluster
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Finance Development Company
Private funds
The funding of the Poiana development company should in large part be funded with private funds. Poiana Braşov
has the potential to become a fully self-sustainable area and attraction point for entrepreneurs and larger
companies. In this development, direct stakeholders should invest according to the following principles:
 Everybody who benefits from Poiana chips in ratio to their turnover!
 Contribution will be on the base of usage and will be managed transparently
 Added by and supported by EU funds
 Social bonds
 Crowdfunding (let the consumer chip in and show indirect where are potential new markets)

EU funds
The metropolitan area of Braşov will be able to absorb substantial amounts of EU funds in the coming
programming period 2015-2020. Through the Regional Operational Programme (ROP) Braşov, as one of
Romania 7 growth poles can claim funds for intergrated urban development. An interesting new feature is urban
Community Led Local Development (CLLD).
Urban CLLD can complement any of these integrated urban development approaches for example through
working at the area level as part of a wider urban strategy and it can enhance the reach of sectorial approaches.
Urban CLLD can be used to bring together actions funded under ERDF and ESF in a more integrated way, for
example in supporting the regeneration of areas through investments in infrastructure combined with education
and employment measures, or childcare infrastructure and access to training and work for young entrepreneurs in
a neighbourhood.
The development of Poiana Braşov could be regarded as an important chapter in the overall development of the
metropolitan area of Braşov. A sound strategy in conjunction with good implementation structures will definitely
increase chances for successful absorption of EU funds and hence leverage into local entrepreneurship and
growth.

The Poiana Development Company
The money goes to:
 Office of area manager
 General promotion of Poiana
 Public facilities for the tourist sector
 Public space, Parks, general promotion, event organization, emergency team (just in case something
happens the help each other)
 Stimulate startups in leisure industry in Poiana: House of Hospitality/new bike trail test zones/new
transport system.
 Consultancy to the city of Braşov for sustainable tourism development of Poiana Braşov.

4.6

Spatial development recommendations.

For the spatial development of Poiana Braşov a spatial development plan should be developed within the scope of
the Poiana Development Company. We recommend starting the development as soon as possible. Two major
aspects are important concerning the spatial development: the spatial facilitation of the all year roundsports
facilities and the improvement of the spatial quality of the built up area of Poiana Braşov. In both senses Poiana
Braşov should become a complete and attractive village.
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The spatial facilitation of all year round sports facilities
One of the threats Poiana Braşov is facing is the impact of Climate Change. For this region that means that
winters might be warmer and as a result only limited amounts of snow will be available in winter. Poiana Braşov
has the possibility to produce artificial snow, but it might even become too warm to maintain a fair amount of snow
on the slopes.
At present most of the touristic enterprises are only dependent on the winter season. With the threat of impact of
Climate Change their income is under pressure. However some of the larger hotels (partly integrated in hotel
chains) manage to attract visitors in the business market, such as conferencing, this is not the case for the smaller
enterprises. As the main value of Poiana Braşov is natural beauty and to actively experience that, we recommend
strengthening this value and developing facilities for all year round sports. For the winter period this means to
provide besides snow dependent also snow independent facilities.

There are already some easy-to-develop opportunities. For some sports and activities infrastructure is easy to
develop or is already there. The only thing to do is to provide proper signage, some basic maintenance and
include it in an overall marketing and promotion strategy as described above. This concerns the facilities:









Climbing spots
Trail running paths
Panoramic viewpoints
Cross country skiing and biathlon loops
Para glider launching spots
Athletic stadium
Horseback riding trails
Kids snow park
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For other sports some more investments are needed. However hiking trails are relatively easy to develop, a good
network needs proper signage and marking. Also basic facilities such as resting areas and water wells need to be
developed. Funding possibilities could be explored by the Poiana Development Company at the Swiss-Romanian
cooperation funds and the Braşov Forestry Authority. Support can also be found at SKV (Alpine association:
Siebenbürgischer Karpaten Verein) and student volunteering initiatives.
The development of community bike trails is a similar investment as the hiking trails. The same actions are
needed for this. A proper division between hiking and biking trails is necessary to keep the trails attractive for both
types of users. Incidentally shared trails can be developed but only if the natural circumstances demand for that.

In the central part of Poiana Braşov investments should be done to provide a more attractive offer of sports
activities. A kid’s summer and winter base, a freestyle snow park, a multi sports centre and an ice skating ring
could be developed to enrich the activity programme in summer and winter. In and around Poiana camping
facilities for different types of campers should be developed. Division in hiking campers, campers in tents and
camping cars could be considered.
More challenging attractions like an alpine roller coaster or hot air balloon operation are to be considered as a
longer-term perspective.
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Improvement of the spatial quality in Poiana Braşov
The quality of the area needs much improvement to supply an atmosphere for outdoor staying and activities.
Currently only a few small temporary facilities, such as small kiosk and an unmanned point are present. Activities
other than skiing like a disco and other after ski activities take place within the walls of the larger hotels and there
are not many opportunities to go out and find some 'action' in the ‘village’ of Poiana Braşov.
With the implementation of a larger range of sports and other activities in different places in Poiana Braşov, more
liveliness and dynamics will be introduced. This can also attract more retail and leisure activities to the area.
Currently the public space is not equipped for this. You cannot easily move around as a pedestrian, the area is
designed for cars and does not leave much space for staying and activities.
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The parking of the cars is also a problem in the area. Especially during high season, it is hard to reach Poiana
Braşov by car. Closures of the road from Braşov to Poiana have taken place because of this.

We recommend banning the cars from the central area of Poiana. Especially people who come for one day should
not enter the area by car. People that stay overnight in one of the hotels might only come and go by their car and
not use it to travel around. Already a car park facility will be built in the coming period and we propose that up from
a specific point (small Poiana) the road will be blocked for cars. A further extension of the parking facility at this
place might be necessary. The major car parks near the hotels will be accessible for guests only when they arrive
and when they leave. This provides the opportunity to bring their suitcases with them to and from the hotel. This
system should be introduced at least in the busiest periods; a lighter regime in lower seasons is possible. To really
close Poiana Braşov a short bypass road that is planned should be finished to give access to the parking lot from
both access roads to Poiana Braşov.
A system of buses can drive from the parking lot into Poiana Braşov. Also a good bus service to the city of Braşov
and the railway station should provide hotel guests with good connections so they don’t need their car at all (this
might be especially interesting for Bucharest citizens). These buses should have the possibility to bring your bike
with you (at least during warm seasons).

Buses in car-free ski resort Zermatt(CH) bring you to your
destination

Easy solution to bring your bike by bus
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The banning of cars from Poiana Broşov gives large opportunities to redevelop the public space. We recommend
to develop a sequence of areas connected to each other and easily to be reached by foot. We consider the active
centre of Poiana Braşov the large parking lot near the Alpin Hotel. This area seems to be the open space in the
woods, which is the literal meaning of the word ‘poiana’. Here could be the central starting point for hiking, biking,
walking and cross-country skiing activities. This is the place where to find information of most of the organised
sports and leisure activities. It also provides the physical space for many of the activities.

At the edges of the ‘poiana’ sports related shops and rental services can be established. The present empty
shopping centre can be easily connected to the poiana because the road now dividing it from the parking lot can
be diminished and opened up only for non-motorized traffic.
The next area in the sequence of spaces in southern direction is the green area. This area is currently also a park
with some small stalls. This green area must be upgraded and become much more attractive to have a rest.
Especially in summer this area might be the centre of outdoor activities like barbecuing, like it was in former times.
Char-grilling was a major activity in the past and part of the identity of that place. Revive it and re-install this
summer custom. Barbecue places, seats and playgrounds for children must be implemented. This might attract
families from the city to spend a summer afternoon in Poiana and in that sense help to promote the area for others
to spend some holidays too. The place to meet and eat with the locals!
After the green space you will pass by the hotel along the pond and arrive at the current crossroads. This area
can be transformed into a market place with local products and seasonal pop-ups. Shops from Braşov can have
their (temporary) stand here. In summer this is the perfect place (as a kind of a beer garden) to have a drink and a
chat. In winter it might be accessible by skis from the ski slope.
The last place in the sequence of spaces is the landing of the ski slope, needless to say that this will be the place
to be in winter for après ski activities.
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A good strategy with reasonable and feasible goals is necessary to come step by step to a complete and
attractive village. The banning of cars gives many opportunities to develop the public space and make the area
much more lively, providing space for other functions. A good combination of quality of urban space and limited
car accessibility is the ‘shared space®’ concept. In this concept all traffic streams use, or actually share, the same
space. Drivers of cars will automatically be much more cautious and drive more slowly. Especially in an area such
as Poiana Braşov without transit traffic where cars are only present as a guest the public space can be reshaped
for other uses while still providing accessibility for all.
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‘Shared space’ implemented in the Dutch town of
Drachten. Situation before (upper left) and after
(upper right side) implementation
Below some other ‘shared space’ solutions
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5

Closing remarks

Having had the experience to make a more in depth acquaintance with the Braşovian culture and customs, it was
a pleasure to enjoy the hospitality of the organizing Danube Green House foundation and the sponsoring
organizations like the Metropolitan Agency and the City of Braşov.
Although it was not evident that a sense of urgency is needed to be able to confront the challenges that the SME’s
and the investors will have to face, it is essential to transform the mono functional area of the ski resort of Poiana
Braşov into a multi seasonal recreational area.
This leads to approaches that are no more than business as usual, like capitalizing on monopoly positions, which
are becoming more and more obsolete or even counter-productive in their effects, as they kill the entrepreneurial
spirit of start-ups.
Unfortunately the government is involved in the same game and seems unable to extend a helping hand to the
SMEs which want to take part in the economic development of the region. But instead local and regional
government institutions make common cause with the established monopolies, enforcing their grip and position.
This leads to abortive developments in which young talented entrepreneurs look elsewhere in Western Europe for
their future.
However Europe is not waiting for an influx of Romanian young professionals and entrepreneurs that seek their
economic survival in Western European metropolitan areas. What the European Union endorses with substantial
means of the numerous EU programmes, are projects that aim to stimulate and facilitate entrepreneurship and to
have these entrepreneurs build a future in Romania itself.
What we have seen are examples of young talented people that have invested in themselves, studying abroad
learning the professional hotels trades, coming back to Braşov to start up their own enterprise that capitalizes on
the condition that is offered in Poiana Braşov like nature, and beautiful landscapes. But these young professionals
are unable to overcome the barriers that the existing monopolies have erected.
And bankruptcy as an unfulfilling but nevertheless inevitable consequence for these young entrepreneurs.
The most important in overcoming this situation is a supportive network of both public officials and private experts
that can operate independently and in an unbiased way. Such a network will need guidance from a Steering
Committee, which operates at the same time as the Board of an Area Development Company that embraces
public-and private interest. This Braşov Area Development Company is needed to counterbalance the monopolies
that the big hotels have been able to grow into.
One of the reference cases brought up by our Austrian tourist development expert showed how effective such a
development corporation turns out to be for the creation of focus and acceleration of future robust developments.
Such a countervailing entity could and should also be beneficial for the bigger hotels that need diversification and
innovation to stay up to date, because standing still is going backwards!
Future robust developments imply that in formulating the economic strategies, the effects of climate change are
taken seriously into account.
These climate change effects will inevitably have their far-reaching consequences on the conditions in Braşov.
Future robust developments also imply the involvement of citizens on developing future programmes which in turn
will need the existence of communities that want to participate in these visioning processes. Communities are
cement of a society in which awareness of sharing and collaboration is as important as competition.
The ultimate recommendation is to work on the conditions as described above to turn Poiana Braşov into a
complete village, where is room for all sorts of entrepreneurs that can shrine a community all year round.
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agriculture with ecology and recreation.
- Design of a natural playground, Jeugdland. The design of this playground is based on re-using green material
from parks and stimulation of children to exercise in a natural surroundings.
- Design of floating lands along the Westside of Zeeburger island for a ecological connection between the south
and north side of IJ river.
Femke participated in a internal course of the City of Amsterdam. This course deepened the Amsterdam planning
methodology from European scale to street level.
Joep de Roo
Born: 1975
Nationality: Dutch
January 2014 till now, partner with Linkeroever www.linkeroever.nl
Linkeroever (the Left Bank) is a company that activates places using new techniques and
processes. We support owners and authorities in finding new users for buildings and venues.
May 2014 – November 2014
ASEM. Organisation and hosting of a workshop for Asian and European professionals on Creative Cities &
Sustainability and to define common recommendations to the 51 Ministers of Culture
January 2008 till now, Founder and director of Eurodite www.eurodite.com
EURODITE is an internationally operating network company that supports authorities, owner, users and
companies in development of cities and areas. As director, I am responsible for day to day management and endresponsible for all projects. Offices in Bucharest and The Hague.
Selection of projects in which I was directly involved as project manager and expert: For more details, see website
Eurodite.
December 2012 – December 2014
STATUS is an Interreg South East Europe project in which19 partners cooperate to set up strategic agenda’s and
urban centres. Projectmanager for leadpartner (Kavala (GR)) and local management of project in Alba Iulia, Baia
Mare and Satu Mare (RO), www.seecityplatform.net
January 2014 – May 2015
Connected is a project funded by Culture programme. Eurodite is partner. The project investigates the future
impact of the new technologies upon the European urbanities. www.citiesandpeople.eu
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The International Intervision Institute is a product of many years of
experience in the IFHP Working Party MILU, Multifunctional and Intensive Land Use
(2000-2004) and the Interreg IIIc Operation MILUnet (2004-2007). MILUnet developed
into a network of experts dedicated to the generation, collection, exchange and transfer
of knowledge on the subject of multifunctional intensive land use as a means to realise
more sustainable urban development in Europe. The members of MILUnet were
European cities and leading European Research Institutions.
The experiences showed that urban and regional planning professionals are usually
closely involved with their own region or city and often miss an objective evaluation of
their work. All the cities involved in the MILU projects greatly appreciated the added
value of an impartial, non-competitive and professional appraisal of planning problems
and potential solutions.
After termination of the Interreg IIIc project, the initiators of MILU decided to continue
working with the theoretical framework and the format of the Implementation Lab, that
proved to be most productive for the solution of local development problems and for the
implementation of strategies focused on multifunctionality, variety, differentiation and
intensification.
III is a new initiative, aimed at a continuation of the MILU experience, and at building
further on the added value of past experiences of analysis in four continents, 20
countries, and 30 specifically analyzed urban areas.
The goal of the IIInstitute is to accelerate the development and acquisition of
knowledge and competences for sustainable area development in:
urban areas, such as city centres, neighbourhoods, industrial areas, docklands,
waterfronts, urban networks and suburbs;
rural areas, including urban/rural fringes, brownfield land, valuable cultural and
historical land
The overall aim is to increase sustainable spatial quality. To this end we work from the
following principles:
An integrated approach - through interdisciplinary working.
Meeting social needs - by generating support and consolidating interests.
Effectiveness - by interpreting and addressing the problems of each area in its own
right.
Upgrading and renewing policies and policy measures - through comparison and
evaluation of problem definitions with best practices elsewhere.
The added value provided by III consists of:
Enhanced professional skills.
A stronger elected administration and improved relations.
Accelerated and improved processes.
Optimized outcomes.
Reduced risks
Fresh insights and renewed working methods.
A productive return on the use of resources.

International
Intervision Institute is
an initiative of
Haccoû-Consulting &
Design BV

For more detailed information see www.iiinstitute.nl.

Nieuwstraat 7
6981 AH Doesburg
The Netherlands
T +31 (0) 313 484948
F +31 (0) 313 484936
info@iiinstitule.nl

